
Read Me
System Software 2.00.03 for elmeg IP1x0

Version 2.00.03 is a maintenance release geared at improving the overall sta-

bility and performance of elmeg IP1x0 telephones as well as correcting specific

errors that have been reported for earlier versions of the software.

1.1 Corrected errors

The following errors have been corrected in System Software 2.00.03:

■ ER 17213: If two accounts were configured for a voice Mail Box, only mes-

sages left for the primary account were signalled by the phone.

■ ER 17496: A call in ringing state got disconnected after 40 seconds of call-
ing.

■ ER 17498: The telephone could occasionally become unresponsive with no

phone calls being possible.

■ ER 17944: Special characters (umlauts) in telephone book entries lead to
problems with the LDAP access.

■ ER 17959: If a busy lamp field was configured on any of the elmeg IP1x0

telephones, no upgrade or downgrade of the system software was possi-
ble.

■ ER 17965: After picking up the hand set, there could be audio delays of up

to 800 ms.

■ ER 17986: HTTPS access had to be explicitly configured. This has been

changed to make it the default connection type. Note that this requires sys-

tem software 9.1.7 on connected hybird systems.

■ ER 17994: All elmeg IP1x0 telephones were affected by sporadic reboots.

■ ER 18062: Changing an existing busy lamp field key configuration did not

actually delete the old settings.
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■ ER 18084: elmeg IP120 occasionally blocked SIP messages including SIP
register messages.

■ ER 18103: Configuration via the HTML interface was not possible after

some idle time or after loading a configuration file.

1.2 Known limitations

System Software 2.00.03 has the following known limitations. These are
not scheduled for correction.

■ Saving a call recording to a server is not supported despite a corresponding

menu option in TELEPHONY > CALL LIVE RECORDING > SETTINGS.

■ In ex-works state, a new telephone may seem to lock at the language se-

lection prompt. Manual input is required.

■ There can be audible noise before the ringtone.

■ After some idle time there can be noise on some DECT head sets.

■ The Plantronics Voyager Pro HD is missing from the compatibility list even

though it is compatible. Please note that only equipment from this list is sup-

ported.

■ There can be invalid replies to T.38 reinvite messages.

1.3 Currently known issues

System Software 2.00.03 has the following open errors. These will be cor-
rected in a later release.

■ ER n/a: Switching between upper and lower case characters is not possi-
ble.

■ ER 18037: The version of XML provisioning files transferred by elmeg hy-

bird systems is ignored. This may lead to configurations not being updated.

■ ER 18303: There may be no audio after a call transfer on elmeg IP140.
 



■ ER 18423: Audio quality through a Gigaset SX600 may be bad.
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